Since 1997, the global integral horsepower (IHP) low voltage (LV) motors market has experienced many changes as a result of various government energy efficiency regulations. These regulations continue to evolve, all having the same objective of transforming the global installed base of low-efficiency motors to energy-saving, high-efficiency motors across all sectors.

The market is expected to regain good growth in the second half of the decade despite the current uncertain global economic environment. By 2017, major markets including the European Union, Japan, and China will have efficiency regulations that rival North America and effectively create a level playing field across four regions for high efficiency low voltage motors. Beyond 2017, countries and emerging economies with no energy efficiency regulations are expected to remain growth markets for low-efficiency motors.

This study addresses market dynamics and provides analysis of these regulated and unregulated market environments. It also identifies growth segments, market and technology trends, as well as challenges suppliers may face.

For more information, please visit us at www.arcweb.com/market-studies/.
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